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Our Mission
To promote personal development by reinforcing moral principles, to assist those
suffering unfortunate circumstances, and to foster friendship and cooperation among
all people.

Our Vision
"We will be the preeminent fraternity of choice for men of quality and vision who
seek personal knowledge, moral growth and leadership development; ultimately
improving the individual mason, his community and the world."

Our Core Values
• Three Principle Tenets
o Brotherly Love
o Relief

o Truth

• Four cardinal virtues
o Temperance
o Fortitude

o Prudence
o Justice

• Three Theological virtues
o Faith

o Hope

o Charity
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Overarching Goals
Fraternal:
• Grow Quality Membership
• Cultivate Leaders
• Improve and Expand Public Perception
• Increase Masonic Knowledge
• Improve Facilities Management Practices
• Strengthen Bonds with Appendant Bodies
• Expand Communication Tools
• Inspire the Virtues of Morality in the Community
Charity:
• Define and Communicate our Charitable Mission
• Increase our Charitable Impact
• Encourage Acts of Kindness
Business:
•
•
•
•

Be Better Financial Stewards
Improve Grand Lodge Service to the Craft
Enhance Communications
Increase Financial Transparency
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Fraternal
Fraternal Overarching Goal: Grow Quality Membership
Concern: Wisconsin has had a negative growth in Masonic membership in many
years. This is contributed to lack of new members, and an inability to keep the
members we already have.

Stakeholders: Wisconsin Grand Lodge Executive Committee, Wisconsin Grand Lodge
Membership Committee, Grand Lodge Officers, and local Lodge officers
Subordinate Goal: Attract a large number of high quality candidates with a
target of 25,000 Masons by 2025 (Gary: Champion, Membership Committee)
Objective: By 12/31/2017, an average of 6 new master masons per lodge, and a
minimum of 4 new master masons will be raised to begin a growth pace in
membership with annual subsequent increases in goals.
Initiative: Restructure Membership Committee and meet by 3/1/2017.

Initiative: Each Lodge’s Senior Warden will submit an annual membership plan
by 12/1 each year
Initiative: The Grand Lodge Web site will be upgrade approval by 9/15/2015.
DONE
Initiative: Develop the following Membership Standard Operating Procedures
for our Lodges by 10/15/15. DONE

Initiative: Publish on the Grand Lodge Website under the Membership tab the
Membership Standard Operating Procedures for our Lodges by 8/15/16:
¨
¨
¨

Lodge Activities

Lodge Officer Responsibilities

Membership Event Program Ideas
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Recruiting

Retention/Restoration

Lodge Membership Plan requirement

Initiative: Conduct periodic and interactive podcasts focused on a grass roots
effort to instill a membership culture change in our lodges by 11/1/16.
Objective: Improve the Petition and Interview Process and Integrate with the
Wisconsin Plan (Arby: Champion, Planning Committee)
Subordinate Goal: Improve membership retention 25% using 2012 as a
baseline year.
Objective: Improve Mentoring Practices and Procedures.

Initiative: By June 6, 2015 Develop and deploy a comprehensive Mentor
Handbook for Wisconsin Masonry.

Initiative: Review MSA Mentor guide for possible use as supplement to Mentor
Handbook. (Ken)
Subordinate Goal: Re-attract former members lost to resignations and nonpayment of dues suspensions and non-continuance in degrees. (Arby:
Champion, Planning Committee)
Objective: Identify and solicit former members with a dues forgiveness program.

Objective: Contact non-continuing EAs and FCs and those in default to communicate
new posting program.
Subordinate Goal: Keep Masonic light in smaller municipalities.
5
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Objective: Identify target smaller communities and Masonic support
infrastructure suitable for establishing or increasing a Masonic presence.
Initiative: Establish criteria and find suitable municipalities for spreading
Masonic light. Potential targets include County seats and College towns.

Initiative: Find and recruit strong lodges for providing support to bring
Masonic light to target communities.

Objective: Develop new rules of engagement to facilitate keeping Masonic Light
in smaller communities.
Initiative: Develop protocol and rules for “Lodge in a Box” concept to minimize
high overhead for starting a new lodge by keeping rental/mortgage, insurance
and utility costs low and per capita tax minimalized by initial use of plural
members.

Initiative: Develop protocol and rules for “Outpost Lodges” which would
function as normal lodges with help from area and district lodges. To facilitate
lodge meetings, members will need to hold multiple offices, and would need
routine outside help in doing degree work.

Objective: Increase Masonic Presence in smaller communities by 20% by 2020
using 2016 as a baseline year

Initiative: Have lodges “annex” a neighboring municipality by holding events,
fundraisers, and taking part in the local festivals/traditions of that community.

Initiative: Identify existing lodges that need to short term transition to Outpost
Lodges with desire to strengthen lodges over time.
Initiatives: Identify communities that have lost lodges where an “Outpost”
lodge can be successful
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Fraternal Overarching Goal: Cultivate Leaders
Concern: The success of our lodges, their continued growth, and the interest of our
members is dependent on the quality of leadership shown by our Lodge Masters.
With low numbers of new members, we push new members too quickly into officer
positions, often directly into Warden positions.
Stakeholders: Wisconsin Grand Lodge Executive Committee, Lodge WMs, District &
Area Grand Lodge leadership.
Subordinate Goals: Develop/Nurture Future Leaders
Objective: Work with the Education committee to complete the necessary course
material for Statewide Year-three Masonic College consisting of Leadership,
Management and Lodge Programing. The first phase (Leadership) course of study
would be ready for Fall 2014 roll out. This would include working with the
Education Committee to develop instructor and participant materials for the
training.

Initiative: After deployment of Year 3 on Planning and Programming, update
and recycle starting with Leadership module.

Initiative: The Education committee to draft by Annual Communication in
2014 a comprehensive Leadership training module intended for future lodge
leaders to improve leadership skills and understand influences on leadership
style, conduct a beta test run with Grand Lodge DDGMs and AAs by September
1, 2014 and conduct 4 regional classes during the 2014 Masonic year. The
Education Committee is to include survey material for class participants, and
continuously improve the presented material and implementation processes
based on its feedback, as well as plan future sessions before the end of the
initial rollout year for newly emerging leaders. DONE

Initiative: The Education committee to draft by Annual Communication in
2015 a comprehensive Lodge Management training module intended for future
lodge leaders to become more efficient managers of their lodges / activities /
facilities, conduct a beta test run with Grand Lodge DDGMs and AAs by
7
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September 1, 2015 and conduct 4 regional classes during the 2015/16 Masonic
year. The Education Committee is to include survey material for class
participants, and continuously improve the presented material and
implementation processes based on its feedback, as well as plan future
sessions before the end of the rollout year for newly emerging leaders DONE
Initiative: The Education committee to draft by Annual Communication in
2016 a comprehensive Lodge Programming training module intended for
future lodge leaders to become able to generate ideas / plan / execute
activities for the lodge, conduct a beta test run with Grand Lodge DDGMs and
AAs by September 1, 2016 and conduct 4 regional classes during the 2016
Masonic year. The Education Committee is to include survey material for class
participants, and continuously improve the presented material and
implementation processes based on its feedback, as well as plan future
sessions before the end of the rollout year for newly emerging leaders.

Subordinate goal: Provide other professional web-based learning
opportunities (Ken: Champion, Education Committee)
Initiative: Partner with proven online education providers to provide members
with discounted education programs
Subordinate Goal: Identify Masons who have demonstrated Strong Leadership
Capability (Arby: Champion, Nominations Committee)
Initiative: Provide capability in MORI to identify members with leadership
potential

Initiative: Establish extended network for identifying members with
leadership potential.

Subordinate Goal: Solicit Community and Business Leaders (Gary: Champion,
Membership Committee)
8
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Fraternal Overarching Goal: Improve and Expand Public Perception
Concern: In general, the public does not know us. Talk to a person on the street and
ask for directions to the Lodge, and the majority will ask what you mean and “What
are Masons?” They do not know who we are or what we do.
Stakeholders: Wisconsin Grand Lodge Executive Committee, lodges, and individual
members.

Subordinate Goal: Promote a positive public image with Social Media and the
internet
Objective: Develop Social Media Business Plan.

Initiative: Executive Committee meeting with Social Media Consultants by
January 1, 2017 – Mike De Wolf.

Subordinate Goal: Develop our Brand

Subordinate Goal: Enhance Community Partnerships
Objective: Develop a positive relationship with the educational community and
recognize great teachers who are identified by Scholarship recipients.

Initiative: Award special recognition to members of the Masonic family who
are, or were, Educators, librarians, school board members, and administrators
with a special lapel pin and a Letter of Appreciation most “Influential Teacher”
as identified by Scholarship recipients.
Initiative: Promote and support the Help for Heroes program (Dave:
Champion, WMF)

Subordinate Goal: Promote Acts of Kindness (See Charity Section)

Subordinate Goal: Promote and Develop Youth and Diversity in the Fraternity
(Bob: Champion)
9
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Objective: Family Friendly Masonry will be part of the culture of Lodges in
Wisconsin.

Initiative: Promote Family Friendly Masonry through GM articles and talks
and other means of communications.

Objective: Youth groups will be actively sponsored and supported by lodges.

Initiative: Deploy, promote and support the “Adopt a Youth Group” program to
encourage all lodges to support Masonic youth groups, or in their absence,
other local community youth groups.

Subordinate Goal: Improve the Appearance of our Facilities (Arby: Champion,
WMF)
Objective: Encourage and assist Lodges to clean up, remodel, and repair Lodges.
Initiative: Offer matching funds “Spruce-up” incentives.

Fraternal Overarching Goal: Increase Masonic Knowledge
Concern: Masons must feel the value of our fraternity and not be exposed to
business only meetings, where many lose interest and drift away.

Stakeholders: Wisconsin Grand Lodge Executive Committee, Grand Orator, Grand
Lecturers, Past Grand Orators, Past Grand Lecturers, District Lecturers, Lodge
Historians, Lodge of Research Officers
Subordinate Goal: Support the continuing operation of a Lodge of Research
(Mike: Champion, Exec Committee)
Objective: Provide alternate funding opportunities for the lodge of research
10
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Initiative: Offer Silas Shepherd proceedings and works on the Grand Lodge
online store.

Subordinate Goal: Deploy Library of Lodge Educational Content (Ken:
Champion, Education Committee)

Objective: By September 1, 2015 develop and deploy a 9-month Masonic Discussion
Series, using educational materials contained in the Mentor Manual. DONE
Objective: By September 1, 2015 develop and deploy a series of monthly Masonic
Book Reviews in the WMJ. DONE

Subordinate Goal: Improve Ritual skills (Ken: Champion, Esoteric Committee)
Objective: By June 4, 2017 increase the number of Proficiency Men in each district by
two or more.
Objective: By June 4, 2017 increase the number of Ritualists in each district by six or
more.
Subordinate Goal: Support the Masonic Heritage Centers (Dave: Champion)
Objective: Develop a process for support of the Masonic Heritage Centers.
Subordinate Goal: Provide Masonic educational opportunities (Ken: Champion,
Education Committee)
Initiative: Provide online Masonic education opportunities

Initiative: Develop Masonic virtues focused education (Dave: Champion)

Fraternal Overarching Goal: Improve Facilities Management
Practices
Concern: Many of our Masonic facilities are in disrepair. It is not a recent
phenomenon, but has been caused by lack of attention to ongoing maintenance over
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many years and failure to develop “rainy day” funds. This has forced many lodges to
sell their buildings and has created a disparity of rich lodges that rent and poor
lodges that own.

Stakeholders: Wisconsin Grand Lodge Executive Committee, Grand Lodge Trustees,
Lodge Trustees, Temple Plans & Finance Committee.

Subordinate Goal: Reconstitute and rebuild Lodge Facilities, Charters and
Consolidations Committee (Exec Committee)
Objective: Provide an effective deployment facilities management tool for education
to the lodges
Subordinate Goal: Instill knowledge and ability so that lodges can keep lodge
buildings viable for future generations (LFCC Committee)

Initiative: Provide financial educational seminars to lodge leaders.
Initiative: Conduct breakouts at Annual Communications. DONE
Initiative: Include investment management module in Wisconsin Masonic
College. DONE
Initiative: Provide facilities education and management expertise for lodges as
needed by LFCC Committee.

Subordinate Goal: Improve the Appearance of our Facilities (Arby: Champion,
WMF)
Initiative: Encourage and assist Lodges to clean up and remodel, and repair
Lodges by offering a “Spruce-up incentive”.

Fraternal Overarching Goal: Strengthen Bonds with Appendant
Bodies
Concern: With lower numbers in all Masonic organizations, we must leverage
solutions common to all organizations and strengthen relationships.

Stakeholders: Wisconsin Grand Lodge Executive Committee, high level leadership of
appendant bodies.
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Subordinate Goals: Provide forums for ongoing discussions of problems and
solutions common to all our organizations. (Don)
Initiative: Host a Summit for our Appendant Bodies.
Initiative: Support the state-wide Unity Conference

Subordinate Goals: Improve coordination and cooperation between the Grand
Lodge and the Appendant Bodies. (Don)
Initiative: Post an Integrated Calendar hosted on the GLoW web site.

Fraternal Overarching Goal: Inspire the Virtues of Morality in the
Community
Subordinate Goal: Increase awareness of Masonic Values in the community
Subordinate Goal: Develop a proactive role in the community

Charity
Charity Overarching Goal: Define and Communicate our Charitable
Mission
Concern: Our charities are not focused. We don’t identify (understand) the mission of
our charities. We spend a lot of money but its not focused. Its not focused on serving
the fraternity. Its not focused on meeting our fraternal mission or vision.
Subordinate Goals: Refocus our charities on our fraternal mission and vision.
(WMBAB)
Objective: By June 6, 2015 create a Spruce Up Award matching funds program within
the Masonic Foundation.
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Subordinate goal: Identify, Promote and Optimize Brother-to-Brother Charity
(Don?)
Objective: Rebalance our areas of charitable impact in order to gain a significant
positive charitable effect upon our fraternity.

Initiative: By 1 January 2017, Districts will have developed a plan for their
Lodges to locate and reach out to their brothers, widows and orphans. This
program will continue to expand and grow over time into a mission for lodges
across the state.

Subordinate Goal: Understand and Optimize Lodge Charity
Objective: Encourage Random Acts of Kindness
Initiative: Identify available funds.

Initiative: Provide immediate relief in our local communities where identified
as a priority

Subordinate Goal: Understand and Optimize Grand Lodge (State level) Charity
Objective: By April 30, 2017 increase the number of cases assisted by Service and
Assistance by 25% (using 2014 as a baseline).

Initiative: By September 1, 2016 develop a user-friendlier request form and
instructions, for those in need of help from the Masonic Service and Assistance
Fund.

Objective: Develop and publish, by January 1, 2017, a Masonic Charity and
Scholarship book, which details the wide assortment of charities and scholarships
supported by Masons and appendant bodies in our state, for distribution to all lodges
and appendant bodies in Wisconsin by June 3, 2017. (Don)

Subordinate Goal: Understand and Optimize International/National Charity
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Initiative: Identify available funds. (WMF)

Initiative: Provide immediate relief where identified as a priority

Charity Overarching Goal: Increase our Charitable Impact

Charity Overarching Goal: Encourage Acts of Kindness
Objective: Encourage Random Acts of Kindness
Initiative: Identify available funds. (Jeff)

Initiative: Provide immediate relief in our local communities where identified
as a priority. (Exec and S&A Committees, WMF)

Business
Business Overarching Goal: Become Better Financial Stewards
Champion: Grand Treasurer
Subordinate Goals: Reduce Grand Lodge reliance on investment funds to
balance the annual budget.
Objective: Balance Grand Lodge budget with dependence on 5% or less of Grand
Lodge Investments by June 4, 2016. DONE

Objective: Plan to revamp PMP program to become more viable and sustainable and
propose code changes by January 1, 2017.

Objective: Evaluate potential for a lifetime membership program by June 4, 2017.
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Subordinate Goal: Develop a facilities planning concept for the Grand Masonic
Center (Champion: Arby)
Subordinate Goal: Match operational efficiency of administrative
infrastructure with organizational needs (Champion: Jeff)
Stakeholders: Executive and Personnel Committees

Business Overarching Goal: Improve Grand Lodge Service to the Craft
Subordinate Goal: Create programs that facilitate lodge success
Objective: By June 6, 2015 create a Spruce Up Award matching funds program within
the Masonic Foundation. (See also under Charity). DONE
Objective: By October 31, 2015, launch the Grand Lodge online store on the GL web
site. DONE
Objective: By tbd, enable individual lodge websites through MORI.

Objective: By tbd (MORI), enable online payment of dues via smart phone
application.
Subordinate Goal: Make Grand Lodge spending decisions based on long-term
impact.

Business Overarching Goal: Enhance Communications
Subordinate Goals: Improve and streamline communication between Grand
Lodge officers and between the Grand Lodge and lodges.
Objective: Provide by Annual Communications in 2015 a plan of listening sessions,
hosted by lodges with open invitation to local lodges, for the Most Worshipful Grand
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Master for discussion of topics of common interests and to facilitate the ability to
hear from a diverse set of Masons state-wide. DONE
Subordinate Goals: Reduce GLoW travel expenses by better use of technology
and communication tools.
Objective: Utilize and develop best practices for “new” methods of communication
(email, texting, social media, internet based).

Initiative: Grand Lodge Offices, Boards and Committee Members will utilize
the same Web based teleconferencing for meetings. This will open Board and
Committee opportunities for outstate Masons. In 2016 utilized WebEx to
realize $10,000 savings in travel expense.

Business Overarching Goal: Increase Financial Transparency
Subordinate Goal: Strengthen trust between Grand Lodge, constituent lodges,
and brethren.
Objective: Improve value perception of the per capita tax

Initiative: Create effective explanation of per capita tax usage

Initiative: Communicate per capita tax usage via Wisconsin Masonic Journal,
District Meetings and workshops at Annual Communications
Subordinate Goal: Improve financial planning and budgeting
Objective: Clarify our budget and expenditures

Initiative: Communicate budget and expenditures clarification via Wisconsin
Masonic Journal, District Meetings and workshops at Annual Communications

Subordinate Goal: Provide financial training to Grand Lodge officers
17
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Objective: Annually, by February 1, conduct a training session educating Grand
Lodge officers on the structure, sources and uses of the Grand Lodge invested funds
and income.
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Appendix A: Grand Lodge Strategic Planning Overview
Our Strategic Goals are divided into three broad functional areas, which include
Overarching Fraternal, Charity and Business goals. Goal setting helps us develop a
map to our vision, “Where do we want to go and how will we get there?” Goals help
set direction and provide purpose and accountability. Goals are short statements,
with few words. They are broad in scope and directly relate to our mission. Goals
generally cover a long time period (such as ten years).

Once Goals are identified, then Objectives are developed. Objectives are specific
actions to reach the goal. Objectives can be longer statements and more descriptive.
They are narrow in scope. They cover a short time period (such as one year).
Development of Objectives “completes” the Strategic Component Level of the Plan.
Having set Goals and Objectives, the Grand Lodge Strategic Planning Committee
moves into the Implementation Process, which will include Initiatives and Action
Plans. Each Action Plan must relate to an Objective. During the Implementation
Process there are Action Teams assigned to each Goal or Objective. It is important to
understand that the Strategic Plan will continually evolve and will be a working
document.
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Grand Lodge Strategic Planning Cycle
The Grand Lodge of Wisconsin Strategic Planning Cycle (below) demonstrates that
strategic planning is a continuous cycle that will be updated and reviewed for
effectiveness on a regular basis. This planning cycle is not limited to “one Grand
Master’s term” and is not intended to be a static plan.
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Strategic Planning Components
“Champion” – A Champion is assigned to each goal or objective. The Champion is a
Grand Lodge of Wisconsin Progressive Line Officer. He is charged with enabling the
team, helping identify and obtain needed resources and funds, keeping the team on
task and cutting through red tape.
The Champion is not the chairman or team leader, he is a liaison to the Grand Lodge
Executive Committee. The Champion will ensure a Strategic Plan Worksheet is
completed for each Goal or Objective.
“Strategic Plan Worksheet” – The Strategic Plan Worksheet includes the Goal and
the Strategies/Objective. It identifies the Action Plans or Activities that are needed.
The Worksheet gives a weight/value to each activity and assigns each activity to a
team member, identifies a cost or budget and sets a target date.
The Worksheet identifies “Indicator”, “Target”, “Current Score” and “Gap”. You will
note that this will charge us with establishing measurable objectives.
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“Implementation Process” – How does this process work?

• SPC (Strategic Planning Committee) recommends goals and objectives
and discusses them.
• The SPC = the Progressive line Officers (Deputy Grand Master through
Junior Grand Steward.)
• Executive Committee adopts Goals, Objectives and the overall Strategic
Plan.
• Exec assigns a Champion to Goals and Objectives.
• Exec assigns Goals and Objectives to an Action Team (Committees,
Boards, and/or Officers).
• Action Teams carry out action plans.
• Champion monitors progress of Action Teams.
• Action plans come back to the Executive Committee for review by the
Target Date.

Sample Strategic Worksheet – Completed by Champion and Action Team

Overarching Goal:

Champion:

Team Lead:

Subordinate Goal:
Indicator:

Target:

Current score:

Gap:

Strategies/Objective:
Tactics/Action Plans/Program
List what needs to be done
What plans should be implemented?
What opportunities exist?
What decisions need to be made?
What programs will be developed?

Value/Wgt/Benefit/Goal

Assigned To

What is the value, weight, benefit of Who owns this action?
this action compared to the other
Individual?
actions?
Committee?
How does this action help benefit
Both?
the subordinate goal?

Cost/Budget
What is the projected cost of this
action?

Target Date
By what date will this
action be completed?
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Appendix B: SWOT Analysis
Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diverse backgrounds of GL officers/members
Shared Mission/Purpose
Committed to the cause
Experience of senior leadership
Established infrastructure
History and tradition
Core values
Liquid Monetary assets
Perception by the craft of the GL office
Worldwide Fraternity
Willingness to use new technology
Continuity of GL leadership
Membership’s Respect of GL Officers
Bringing everyone together for Annual communications
Integration of families at GL level
Strong feeling of patriotism and nationalism
3 Pillars
WMJ
Public ceremonies and services
Relationship with PH
GL Officers Handbook
Leadership Development and Education

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lowering Standards of Our Fraternity
Age of membership
Retention
Rapid ascension to the chairs
Laisez faire attitude of lodge officers
Membership recruitment
Aging and not maintained facilities
“Poor maintainers”
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Boring and disorganized lodge meeting
Lack of local lodge support for youth programs
Inconsistent communications to ground level GL leadership
Inconsistency of family involvement at lodge level
Membership understanding/successful communication of what we offer as an
organization (Masonic Heritage, Charities)
Not supporting our widows and orphans and shut-ins
“Guarding the west gate”
Disparity of fee structures for Degrees
Disparity of Lodge financial controls
Disparity of haves and have-nots among lodges
Posting not properly done
Lack of Mentoring
Lack of oversight of social media
Lack of use of social media
Fully utilizing all facets of electronic communications
Lack of a Database of member’s knowledge, skills and abilities
Resistance to change
Marketing/ Lack of knowledge on how to sell the fraternity
Not meeting the expectations of new members
Missing profile information in MORI
Setting expectations of GL Officers
Lack of sufficient funds to run/maintain facilities
Follow through on the “Obligation”
Quick to tell a lodge when doing well, but not when not doing well
Failure to engage families
Lack of knowledge of the code
Need more leaders in the lodges
Lack of understanding what per capita tax does for members
Lack of prominent members
Struggle with societal change
Business infrastructure has not adapted to changing needs & practices
Lack of fund raising and development
Ill-structured financial assumptions of PMP fund

Opportunities

• Social/Electronic media
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To expand and improve public perception of the fraternity
Broaden Community outreach
Potential membership of returning military
Diversity of potential membership
Number of visible locations and ability to provide platforms for public
perception and community outreach
Attracting Boomers who are retiring
To increase collaborative efforts with other charitable organizations
Attract community leaders
Membership referrals from youth groups
A Generational approach to membership growth
Emphasizing civility in a world of violence and hatred
Better use of charitable funds in the community
Sharing our moral compass with the community

Threats

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pace of society change
Faltering economy
Improper use of Social media
More opportunities to distract members and potential members
Misinformation on the Internet
Some religious organizations
Being perceived as a Religion or Cult
Competition amongst appendant bodies for resources (time and money)
Perception of “old man’s club”
Declining interest in fraternal and civic organizations
Rising influence of atheism
Felons trying to get into the fraternity
Low membership in youth groups
Lodge safety and security
Gender identity issues & potential litigation issues
25
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Appendix C: Significant Issues
Membership RRR -recruitment, retention, and r?
Several facilities throughout the state are in a poor state and present a poor
image to our members, potential members, and the general public.
Apathy for our Ritual.
Apathy in general
Leadership
Communications
Currently in the process of deploying new GL accounting software
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Appendix D: Our Vision Attributes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Destination for quality men
Fraternity of choice
Cultivate leaders
Beacon piercing the veil of darkness
Beacon – lighthouse - safe haven – place of refuge
Powerful network
Select men of vision
Select men of good character
Network of trust
Way of life
Committed and caring
Personal development and growth
Relevant to society
Diverse group of men
Relevant to the needs of our members
Promoting the greater good of society
Harmony, brotherly love
Charitably CONTRIBUTING TO society
Umbrella of diversity
Preserving unique history and traditions
Cutting edge Grand Lodge
Embrace positive innovative approaches
Embracing the future
Benefit to the community
Ritual and / or binding obligation based fraternity
Bound together by strong ties
Recognized as an organization of high moral standards
Using symbolism to teach and reinforce moral and ethical standards
Place of learning
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• Men on the level – equality
• Inspire humanity
• Uplifting all mankind using the teachings, obligations and virtues practiced in
this the world’s preeminent fraternity
• Building better men with great tools
• Thriving and growing organization
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